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SUBJECT: Performance Based Ratemaking

REQUEST:

Re: Patrick D. Ehrbar, Exh. PDE-1T at 33–35.
Regarding Measure 11, would the Company receive an incentive for Measure 11 if it inspected 96 percent of non-urban transmission and distribution electric feeder miles but did not complete an associated mitigation plan? If completion of a schedule or plan is required, will any incentive be deferred until the mitigation plan is completed?

RESPONSE:

The measure is as follows:

**Measure 11: Wildfire Resiliency Performance Measure** - Complete a risk tree inspection of non-urban transmission and distribution electrical feeder miles on an annual basis, and schedule or plan for mitigation.

As such, the incentive would be applicable if the measure is met which includes the development of a schedule or plan for mitigation. Completion of such mitigation is not a condition of receiving the incentive.